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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 

1 January 2071 

 

"Astoria" Space Settlement Contract 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This is a request by the Foundation Society for contractors to propose the design, 

development, construction, and operations planning of the first large space settlement 

community in solar orbit within the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. 

 

Astoria will primarily serve as a harvesting and processing center for asteroid resources. 

Although small mining operations have harvested asteroid materials for almost two 

decades, they focus on high-value metals and varied trace elements that are transported as 

ores and refined for use in Earth orbit. Existing mining operations realize substantial profits 

through abundance of easily refined materials; absence of environmental, political, and 

aesthetic restrictions; and transportation costs competitive with launch costs from Earth. 

Their profits are, however, diminished by high costs of resupply from Earth. The Foundation 

Society’s Aresam settlement in Mars orbit proved so beneficial as a supply base for these 

operations, they are demanding more of that settlement’s resources than originally 

anticipated, in the form of supplies to the mining crews, repair services for ships that travel 

to the mining sites, opportunities for crew “R & R”, and rescue missions when accidents 

injure people working in the mining operations. The Foundation Society envisions Astoria as 

a mine-to-manufacture installation, harvesting a diversity of asteroid types and producing 

as much as possible of the things that humans need for living and working in orbit. These 

products will enable the settlement to operate with a minimum of expensive imports from 

settlements in the inner solar system, and to supply customers in Mars orbit and beyond. 

Current human exploration beyond the asteroid belt indicates much more future interest in-

-and traffic to--the remotest areas of the solar system. Trends in spacecraft design predict a 

significant market for liquid oxygen (LOX) and liquid hydrogen (LH2), enabling use of the 

same materials for both propulsion and generating electrical power from fuel cells. 

 

Astoria design must incorporate knowledge from existing asteroid belt operations. The 

likelihood of collisions with damaging objects has proven to be higher than expected. 

Shielding will be required to reduce damage from frequent peppering by undetectable rock 

chips and tiny pebbles. Current technology enables detection and analysis of threats from 

objects requiring more aggressive action--between the sizes of a popcorn kernel and an 

orange--only hours in advance. Objects requiring that the settlement be moved away from 

a collision path--depending on design, larger than an orange or grapefruit--can be detected 

and analyzed up to two days in advance.  
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Each existing Foundation Society settlement has a unique culture and business base. 

• Alexandriat continues to support operations and maintenance of the Sun-Earth L1 

solar shield built by its original population (which, as planned, abated the onset of 

global warming); the tooling and equipment that built the fragile solar shield are 

occasionally used to build solar sails. This original settlement is, however, primarily a 

university town, retirement community, and suburb for executives who prefer its 

laid-back culture.  

• Bellevistat is a center for zero-g heavy manufacturing, with a work-hard/ play-hard 

culture.  

• Columbiat is a cosmopolitan and sophisticated city, an orbital commercial and 

banking center, and the location of Foundation Society headquarters.  

• Alaskol mines and refines lunar regolith and offers lunar tourism opportunities; its 

residents display the eccentric behaviors and a propensity for innovative fun that are 

typical in remote frontier towns.  

• Balderol mines more valuable ores in older rocks on the lunar far side.  

• Aresam is primarily a Port of Entry for Mars, with a focus at this point on supplying 

completion of construction and soon transferring population to Argonom on the 

surface of Mars. 

 

For planning purposes, the Foundation Society has selected “Astoria” as this community’s 

name, recognizing both John Jacob Astor and the city he founded as an anchor to a trading 

empire encompassing the Missouri and Columbia Rivers. Astor grew rich from wise 

investments in large tracts of Manhattan Island outside New York city limits, foreseeing 

growth others did not predict. 

 

FORMAT AND SCHEDULE 

 

Entries must consist of one (1) professionally bound and single sided paper-base proposal 

plus one electronic version in either PDF (version 6.0 or above) and/or a single Word (Office 

2003 only version, eg *.doc) that must be received by the ASDC Management Committee 

by no later than close of business 11 October 2010. 

 

Only entries from registered teams are eligible to advance in the Competition. Proposals 

must be submitted in the English language, single-sided on A4, with a 30 page limit, print 

10-point or larger with standard spacing, and all margins 2.5cm or larger--print and image 

area 16.5cm by 22.8cm excluding header, footer, and page numbers. Cover page, 

registration page, and Appendices A through C are required but do not count against the 

30-page limit; table of contents and section dividers do not count against the 30-page limit. 

It is advised that clarity, neatness, thoroughness, and organization of the materials 

describing the design will aid the Foundation Society in recognizing the design's merits.  
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Proposals must at minimum include seven sections and supporting Appendices, numbered 

as follows: 

 

1.0  Executive Summary [brief description of overall design features and merits] 

2.0  Structural Design 

2.1 External Configuration 

2.2 Internal Arrangement 

2.3 Construction Sequence 

3.0  Operations and Infrastructure 

3.1 Location and Materials Sources 

3.2 Community Infrastructure 

3.3 Construction Machinery 

4.0  Human Factors 

4.1 Community Design 

4.2 Residential Design 

4.3 Safe Access 

5.0  Automation Design and Services [computer and robot systems] 

5.1 Automation of Construction Processes 

5.2 Facility Automation 

5.3 Habitability and Community Automation 

6.0  Schedule and Cost 

6.1 Design and Construction Schedule 

6.2 Costs 

7.0  Business Development (may reference other sections where RFP “7.” requirements 

are met) 

 

Appendix A:  Bibliography / References: reference ANY art or text not original for this 

proposal 

Appendix B:  Compliance Matrix 

Appendix C:  Operational Scenario 
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STATEMENT OF WORK 

 

1. Basic Requirements - The contractor will describe the design, development, 

construction, and operations/maintenance planning for the Astoria space settlement in the 

asteroid belt. 

 

2. Structural Design - Astoria must provide a safe and pleasant living and working 

environment for a community of 6,000 long-term residents, 5000 semi-term occupants, and 

up to 500 short-term visitors. The design must enable residents to have natural views of 

space outside. 

 

2.1 On exterior design drawing(s), identify attributes and uses of large enclosed volumes. 

Show dimensions and construction materials of major hull components and design features. 

Specify volumes where artificial gravity will be supplied, structural interface(s) between 

rotating and non-rotating sections, and rationale for selected rotation rate and artificial 

gravity magnitude(s).  Experience with existing Foundation Society space settlements shows 

that structural maintenance costs are significantly reduced with artificial gravity less than 

0.9 g and atmospheric pressure less than 100 kPa. Specify means of protecting from 

radiation and debris penetration. The design must show capability to isolate at minimum 

any two separate volumes in case of emergency. 

 

Minimum requirement: overall exterior view of settlement, with major visible features (e.g., 

solar panels, antennas), showing rotating and non-rotating sections, pressurized and non-

pressurized sections, and indicating functions inside each volume (e.g., port, residential 

areas, and agriculture). 

 

2.2 Specify percentage allocation and dimensions of interior “down surfaces”, with drawings 

labeled to show residential, industrial, commercial, agricultural, and other uses. Show 

orientation of “down surfaces” with respect to overall settlement design, and vertical 

clearance in each area. 

 

Minimum requirement: overall map or layout of interior land areas, showing usage of those 

areas. 

 

2.3 Describe the process required to construct the settlement, by showing the sequence in 

which major components will be assembled. Specify when artificial gravity will be applied. 

Describe a construction technique for interior structures making use of materials from 

asteroids. 

 

Minimum requirement: drawing(s) showing at least five intermediate steps of settlement 

assembly, and method of initiating rotation for artificial gravity. 
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2.4 Astoria will focus on harvesting of a single asteroid. Show “mining camp” infrastructure 

on the target asteroid, based on selected Astoria design (e.g., Astoria may be in, on, or 

orbiting near). 

 

Minimum requirement: drawing(s) of human habitation at asteroid mining location. 

 

3. Operations and Infrastructure - Describe facilities and infrastructure necessary for 

building and operating the Astoria space settlement and its communities. 

 

3.1 Recommend an orbital location (e.g., distance from sun) for Astoria and the reasons for 

its selection. Identify sources of materials and equipment to be used in construction, then in 

settlement operations after construction is complete (using as much material as possible 

from asteroids), and means for transporting those materials to the Astoria location. Specify 

as the mining target either a known large asteroid, or preferred small asteroid size, shape, 

and orbit. 

 

Minimum requirement: table identifying types, amounts, and sources of construction 

materials. 

 

3.2 Astoria design will show elements of basic infrastructure required for the activities of 

the settlement's residents, including (but not limited to): 

• atmosphere/climate/weather control (identify air composition, pressure, and 

quantity), 

• food production (including growing, harvesting, storing, packaging, delivering, 

selling), 

• electrical power generation (specify kilowatts), distribution, and allocation for 

specific uses, 

• water management (specify required water quantity and storage facilities), 

• household and industrial solid waste management (specify recycling and/or 

disposal), 

• internal and external communication systems (specify devices and central 

equipment), 

• internal transportation systems (show routes and vehicles, with dimensions), and 

• day/night cycle provisions (specify schedule and mechanisms/operations for 

providing it). 

Define storage facilities required to protect against interruption in production of food (e.g., 

blight) or commodities needed for daily life; supply lines for imports may be interrupted for 

ten months. 

 

Minimum requirement: chart(s) or table(s) specifying quantities required of air, food, 

power, water, waste handling, communications devices, and internal transport vehicles. 
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3.3 Show conceptual designs of primary machines and equipment employed for 

constructing the settlement, especially for assembling exterior hull and interior buildings / 

structures. Describe materials, components, and/or subassemblies delivered to the 

machines, and how the machines convert delivered supplies into completed settlement 

structures. 

 

Minimum requirement: drawing(s) of primary construction machinery, showing how it 

shapes and/or manipulates raw materials or structural components into finished form. 

 

3.4 Define requirements for a propulsion system to move Astoria when threatened with 

impact of a large object. The settlement must be clear of the object’s path by 2 km and 

must be capable of accomplishing such maneuvers at least once per (Earth) month. 

 

Minimum requirement: drawing showing location(s) and approximate dimensions of 

propulsion system(s), with descriptions of thrust, acceleration, and fuel requirements. 

 

4. Human Factors - Astoria will offer attributes available to residents of Earth's small cities 

in developed countries. Provide natural sunlight and views of space outside for residents. 

Include features in design of community facilities (e.g., roads and paths) and residences, 

enabling mobility and access with a practical minimum of motion (e.g., head-turning) that 

has been found on existing space settlements to cause mild discomfort due to coriolis 

effects. 

 

4.1 Astoria will provide services that residents expect in comfortable modern communities 

(e.g.,housing, entertainment, medical, parks and recreation), variety and quantity of 

consumer goods, and public areas designed with long lines of sight. List major types of 

consumables, and quantities. Depict or specify means of distributing consumables (including 

food) to Astoria residents. 

 

Minimum requirement: map(s) and/or illustration(s) depicting community design and 

locations of amenities, with a distance scale; identify percentage of land area allocated to 

roads and paths. 
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4.2 Provide designs of typical residences, clearly showing room sizes; home designs will be 

no smaller than 100 m2 and no larger than 200 m2.  Identify source(s) and/or manufacture 

of furniture items and appliances. Anticipated demographics of the nominal population are: 

Married adults 30% (average age 40, median age 35) 

Single Men 37% (average age 31, median age 35) 

Single Women 27% (average age 35, median age 33) 

Children (under 18) 6% (average age 10, median age 9) 

 

Minimum requirement: external drawing and interior floor plan of at least four home 

designs, the area for each residence design, and the number required of each design. 

 

4.3 Designs of systems, devices, and vehicles intended for use by humans outside of 

artificial gravity volumes will emphasize safety. Show spacesuit designs, with stowage and 

donning/doffing procedures, and airlock designs for exiting/entering the settlement from 

unpressurized volumes. 

 

Minimum requirement: drawing(s) showing examples of handrails, tethers, cages, and/or 

other systems enabling safe human access to any location on or in low-g settlement areas. 

 

4.4 Humans in general and Foundation Society members in particular display a wide variety 

of lifestyles. The nature of many types of work enables almost nomadic habits, with a large 

percentage of families choosing to settle down for 6 to 36 Earth months, then moving on. 

Show how semi-term occupants can integrate into Astoria society. 

 

Minimum requirement: drawing(s) of “instant move-in” home designs. 

 

5. Automation Design and Services - Specify numbers and types of computing and 

information processing devices, multi-function personal electronic tools, servers, network 

devices, and robots required for Astoria's facility, community, and business operations. 

Describe types and capacities of data storage media, data security, and user access to 

computer networks. Show robot designs, clearly indicating their dimensions and illustrating 

how they perform their tasks. 
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5.1 Describe use of automation for construction. Consider automation for transportation and 

delivery of materials and equipment, assembly of the settlement, and interior finishing. 

 

Minimum requirement: drawings showing automated construction and assembly devices--

both for exterior and interior applications (e.g., homes)--and illustrating how they operate. 

 

5.2 Specify automation systems for settlement maintenance, repair, and safety functions, 

including backup systems and contingency plans. Robots required for emergency external 

repairs must survive and accomplish tasks during solar flare activity. Describe means for 

authorized personnel to access critical data and command computing and robot systems; 

include descriptions of security measures to assure that only authorized personnel have 

access, and only for authorized purposes. 

 

Minimum requirement: chart or table listing anticipated automation requirements for 

operation of the settlement, and identifying particular systems and robots to meet each 

automation need. 

 

5.3 Describe automation devices to enhance livability in the community, productivity in 

work environments, and convenience in residences. Emphasize use of automation to 

perform maintenance and routine tasks, and reduce requirements for manual labor. Provide 

for privacy of personal data and control of systems in private spaces. Describe devices for 

personal delivery of internal and external communications services, entertainment, 

information, computing, and robot resources. 

 

Minimum requirement: drawings of robots and computing systems that people will 

encounter in Astoria, and diagram(s) of network(s) and bandwidth requirements to enable 

connectivity. 

 

5.4 Difficulties of mining and other operations on asteroids include their nearly nonexistent 

gravity and areas with deep layers of dust. Show robot design adaptations for these 

conditions. 

 

Minimum requirement: drawings of robot components enabling drilling, shoveling, loading, 

transporting, and other tasks on near zero-g surfaces. 
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6. Schedule and Cost - The proposal will include a schedule for completion and occupation 

of Astoria, and costs for design through construction phases of the schedule. 

 

6.1 The schedule must describe contractor tasks from the time of contract award 

(November 14 2071 until the customer assumes responsibility for operations of the 

completed settlement. Show schedule dates when Foundation Society members may begin 

moving into their new homes, and when the entire original population will be established in 

the community. 

 

Minimum requirement: durations and completion dates of major design, construction, and 

occupation tasks, depicted in a list, chart, or drawing. 

 

6.2 Specify costs billed per year of Astoria design through construction in Australian dollars, 

without consideration for economic inflation. Estimate numbers of employees working 

during each phase of design and construction in the justification for contract costs to design 

and build the settlement. 

 

Minimum requirement: chart(s) or table(s) listing separate costs associated with different 

phases of construction, and clearly showing total costs that will be billed to the Foundation 

Society. 

 

7. Business Development - Astoria will host various commercial and industrial ventures, 

which may change with time. The basic design must be sufficiently flexible to add 

compatible business types with little configuration change. The original configuration must 

accommodate at least one of the following major business pursuits: 

 

• Infrastructure for conducting major asteroid materials harvesting and processing 

operations: 

o Astoria will either build, or import and then deploy, equipment required to 

conduct asteroid harvesting operations 

o The settlement will provide capability for refining or otherwise processing 

asteroid materials to enable as much self-sufficiency as possible, and create 

commodities and products for export and trade 

o Port facilities must enable receiving incoming raw materials, warehousing 

import and export products, and shipping of commodities and other products 

o Vehicles spending time on asteroids will accumulate dust on exterior and 

interior surfaces; show method(s) for preventing dust from entering enclosed 

areas in Astoria 
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• Services for remote asteroid mining operations and outer planet expeditions 

o Excess agricultural production, storage, and processing capability (beyond the 

needs of settlement residents) will service provisioning needs of visiting 

spacecraft 

o Provide suitable facilities for visiting spacecraft crews “rest & recreation” (R & 

R) 

o Provide a full-service repair depot for major maintenance and repair of space 

vessels 

o Provide fueling services for spacecraft traffic using port facilities; show fuel 

production and storage facilities for at least 1,000 m3 of LOX and 3 000 m3 of 

LH2, replenished monthly 

o “Space Tug” services will be available to assist disabled vessels 

o Capability to send rescue operations for asteroid miners requires at least one 

ship fully provisioned for a mission up to ten months long, ready to leave in 

24 hours 

 

• Sensing and imaging research appropriate to Astoria’s outer solar system location 

o Radio telescope with dish diameter of at least 150 meters 

o Optical telescope with mirror diameter of at least 6 meters 

o Structural isolation from vibration-causing activities on Astoria 

o Data processing and communications capability to return data to Earth in real 

time 

 

8. Appendices - although required to be included in the proposal, will NOT count against 

the 30-page proposal limit. 

 

A. Bibliography / References - Any text or image that is not an original creation 

specifically for this proposal (e.g., artwork from a website, book, magazine, journal, or prior 

proposal) must be specifically referenced to source materials listed here. 

 

B. Compliance Matrix - Include a table that lists each requirement in the SOW, and 

specifies the page in the proposal where that requirement is addressed. 
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C. Operational Scenario: A family that has lived on Astoria for 5 years consists of a 

38-yearold man, 35-year-old woman, 10-year-old boy, and 4-year-old girl. The man is 

employed as an analyst identifying likely asteroids for future materials harvesting 

opportunities. The woman is employed as a repairer of robots that operate on asteroid 

surfaces. The children are at normal development levels for their ages. Describe all four 

family members’ activities on a typical day of work, school, and play. Describe how features 

of Astoria design and operations apply to the family’s daily life, including travel time and 

distance between destinations, transportation routes and methods of travel, 

buildings/facilities visited, interactions with other people, duration of each activity, and 

tools/computers/robots used. Family activities on the day described include meal 

preparation, repair of a leak under a sink in the family home, reviewing daily news, 2 hours 

of family entertainment in the evening, and shopping: for milk, a book for the man, shoes 

for the woman, a birthday present for the boy, and medicine for the girl. 

 

 

EVALUATION STANDARDS 

 

Evaluation of each design presentation considers four general categories of factors: 

A. Thoroughness - Design meets depth and diversity of requirements in the entire SOW. 

Graphs, tables, drawings, and compliance matrices aid evaluation of this factor. 

B. Credibility - Design addresses requirements, safety, physical laws, and cost/schedule in 

a believable manner. Errors, impossibilities, omissions, and illogic are penalized. 

C. Balance - Proposal places equal emphasis on four technical areas: structural design, 

operations, livability, and automation. Proposal is organized in a logical, easy-to-follow 

manner. 

D. Innovation - Design demonstrates original thinking to address SOW requirements. 

Technologies are applied and combined in unique and creative ways. 

 

A more detailed assessment criteria and judges’s process will be provided to school 

coordinators via access to an on-line tool. 
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ADDENDA 

Proposals may suggest alternate names for this community, within the Foundation Society's 

established naming convention that requires the name to begin with the letter "A" (first 

settlement at an "ia" location) and end with the suffix "ia" (settlement is in orbit “in [the] 

Asteroids”). 

 

If a proposal is submitted that has more than the allowed 30 pages (excluding cover page, 

registration page, table of contents, section dividers, and Appendices A through C) only the 

first 30 pages will be reviewed and judged. 

 

Drawings and/or maps included in the proposal must show dimensions consistently in 

meters/kilometers, except when specified by the SOW. 


